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Positioned to serve you
Wipfli is organized to provide the close, personal touch and
communication of a regional firm along with the extensive resources and
specialized knowledge of a large, national firm.
At Wipfli, we pride ourselves on delivering that close level of attention
and responsiveness, alongside a wide breadth of capabilities. Whether it’s
navigating new regulations or implementing technology that can make a
true difference to your organization — this means we can grow with you.

REDFINING CHALLENGES
CONNECTING IDEAS
DELIVERING RESULTS

Our reach
With more than 2,400 associates in ~50 offices in the U.S.,
two offices in India and one in the Philippines, we can meet
you where you are and get you where you want to go.
We stay connected with our industry with memberships in the American
Institute of Certified Public Accounts and Allinial Global, as well as Chamber
of Digital Commerce, 1871, Wisconsin Technology Council, NH Tech Alliance,
Technology Association
of Georgia, Association for Financial Technology and the
National Fintech Organization.

Relentlessly focused
on your opportunities
We approach everything we do with genuine curiosity. We’re driven to
understand your business as deeply as you do through a unique
combination of entrepreneurial passion, industry knowledge and
functional skills.
We are committed to helping startups succeed and grow with compelling
and powerful insights, resources, and solutions.
Our teams fluidly integrate our services to address your needs from a
holistic, enterprise perspective to fuel your success:








Process and performance management
Digital strategy, e-commerce and user experience
Information technology, systems and cybersecurity
Managing disruption
Audit, accounting and tax
Capital and financial strength
Human resources

Our firm’s commitment
Wipfli's mission is to make a lasting, positive impact on our clients,
associates and communities.
We are proud to give back to the communities in which
we live and work by providing associates with the time and flexibility
to serve on nonprofit boards and volunteering.

At Wipfli, we honor the unique strengths and contributions of every
associate because we know that diversity makes us stronger. Through
initiatives focused on leadership, recruitment, training and diverse
business resource groups, we will continue to become a more
inclusive firm and build the workforce of the future.
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Risks and regulations
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Why it matters?
What’s making headlines…
• Tesla buys Bitcoin
• China launches digital currency
• Beeple sells an NFT for $69Million
• Coinbase goes public
• Federal Reserve Chair Jerome Powell calls cryptocurrencies ‘vehicles for
speculation’
• Berkshire Hathaway calls Bitcoin “disgusting”

Why it matters?
What’s making headlines…
• Mastercard survey offers tentative encouragement for crypto adoption
• S&P goes live with Bitcoin and Ethereum Crypto indexes
• DeFi conglomerate Equilibrium raises $8.5 million
• Standard custody can provide crypto custody services in NY with a new trust charter
through NYDFS
• CME Group’s micro Bitcoin futures open for trading
• JP Morgan launches JPM Coin
• OCC says banks may provide custody services for crypto assets

Why it matters?
What’s making headlines…
• Kasasa partners with NYDIG to provide Bitcoin wallet capabilities to community banks
• NYMBUS partners with NYDIG to offer Bitcoin banking
• NYDIG partners with MOVEN to offer Bitcoin to Digital Banks
• Anchorage Digital Bank National Association become first federally chartered digital asset
bank – January 2021
• Avanti Financial Group raises $37 Million in series A round. Is granted a banking charter in
Wyoming as bridge between digital assets and the traditional payment systems

Why digital assets matter
• Impact the way we think about:
•
•
•

Value/assets/money
Audit
Privacy

• Unlock hidden value
• Access to capital
• Cross border payment rails
• Transparency
• Traceability

Crypto
will
NEVER
happen?

Blockchain 101

Conceptualized by Satoshi Nakamoto, popularized by
Bitcoin

What is a Blockchain?
A specific type of distributed ledger technology that
organizes data into blocks that are “chained” together
chronologically by a cryptographic hash function and
confirmed by a consensus mechanism.

What is a Digital Asset?
A digital asset can represent currency, like the digital currency
bitcoin. It can also represent assets like the title to a car or real
estate, stocks, and bonds. Virtually all assets, tangible or intangible,
can be recorded, traded, and tracked on a blockchain.
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A new type of ledger
Traditional ledger

•
•

One party has centralized control over
the ledger
A traditional ledger is only as
trustworthy as the centralized party

Distributed ledger

•

The ledger is distributed to all parties

•

The ledger is decentralized, meaning there’s
no single gatekeeper, or middle-man, to the
information

•

A trust-minimized system relies on
consensus rather than reconciliation
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Blockchain as a database
Records are bundled together into blocks and added to
the chain one after another. The basic parts:

The Record
Can be any
information

The Chain
All the blocks
linked together

The Block
A bundle of records

The steps to recording
Step One

.

Data is recorded The
record lists the details
including digital
signatures.

Step Three
The record that the
network accepted is
added to a block. Each
block contains a unique
code called a hash. It
also contains the hash
of the previous block in
the chain.

Step Two
The record is checked by
the network. The
computers in the network,
called “nodes”, check the
details of the transaction
to make sure it’s valid.

Step Four
The block is added to
the blockchain. The
hash codes connect the
blocks together in a
specific order.

4 key characteristics of a
Blockchain
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Benefits of Blockchain

Collaboration of data across
disparate and disjointed systems

Blockchain and security

What is Bitcoin
Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency invented in 2008 by an unknown person or group of people using the
name Satoshi Nakamoto
The currency began use in 2009 when its implementation was released as open-source software
Bitcoin is a decentralized digital currency, without a central bank or single administrator, that can
be sent from user to user on the peer-to-peer bitcoin network without the need for
intermediaries
Transactions are verified by network nodes through cryptography and recorded in a public
distributed ledger called a blockchain

More basics and terminology
• NFT: Non-Fungible Token - is a unit of data stored on blockchain, that certifies a digital
asset to be unique and therefore not interchangeable
• Stablecoin: a class of cryptocurrency that attempts to offer price stability and is
backed by a reserve asset
• De-Fi: Decentralized finance is a blockchain-based form of finance that does not rely
on central financial intermediaries such as brokerages, exchanges, or banks to offer
traditional financial instruments, and instead utilizes smart contracts on blockchains,
the most common being Ethereum

Trends to watch
1. Central Banks developing distributed ledger technology to be used in payment
systems/digital currency (watch China and US race)
2. Institutional corporate demand for digital assets
3. Web 3.0 platforms – decentralized digital infrastructure build
4. NFT – non fungible tokens (not new), what is new is the type of companies trying to
monetize intellectual property

Source: Chamber of Digital Commerce Executive Committee Strategy Meeting – April 2021

Potential and opportunities
• Digital assets is a “blue ocean” market as of now
• Immediate opportunities – the 3 C’s:
 Custody – providing custody solutions for digital assets
 Conversion – fiat to digital and vice versa
 Credit – lending based on digital assets

Crypto custody @ Banks
Innovation + stability
Custody is a financial services term that refers to the ability to hold, move, and protect assets
Access to custodial infrastructure will be a growing need for high-net-worth individuals, asset
managers, hedge funds, broker-dealers and financial institutions as they expand their
cryptocurrency holdings
It takes a different set of processes and assumptions to design custody solutions for digital-only
assets

Digital asset custody landscape

© 2021 Wipfli LLP. All rights reserved.
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Three tiers of crypto custody
Custody is a broad term that can be applied to a number of different solutions for digital asset
storage
Self Custody

Partial Custody

Build your own solution

Wallet Plus Solution

Managed Solution

Approaches can range from using
consumer hardware wallets to
creating complex setups for the
duplication, storage, and backup of
printed-out private keys

Apply protocols such as two-factor
authentication (or other identity
verifications) and/or basic multi
signature protections, where the
third-party possess a key for cosigning the customer’s transactions

The user entrusts their assets to the
custody provider, who is then the
only entity acting on the
customer’s instructions (the
customer is not involved as a
direct signing authority)

© 2021 Wipfli LLP. All rights reserved.
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Technology: build/buy/partner?
 Build
 Opportunity to work with other banks?

 Buy/Partner
 BitGo (https://www.bitgo.com/ )
 Coinbase Custody (https://custody.coinbase.com/)
 Anchorage (https://anchorage.com/)
 Kingdom Trust (https://www.kingdomtrust.com/ )
 Gemini Custody (https://www.gemini.com/)
 Bakkt Warehouse (https://www.bakkt.com/bakkt-markets#custody )
 OSL (https://osl.com/en/key-solutions/custody )
 NYDIG (https://nydig.com/)
© 2021 Wipfli LLP. All rights reserved.
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Technology – what to look for
 Online (“Hot Wallets”) Vs. Offline (“Cold Storage”)
 Governance and Controls
 No single points of failure
 Data authentication
 Internal activity logging
 Change management protocols

 Role Based Permissioning
 Redundancy and Business Continuity
 Transparency and Proof of Controls
© 2021 Wipfli LLP. All rights reserved.
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Financial institution tailored entrants

© 2021 Wipfli LLP. All rights reserved.
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Risks and considerations
 Staying up to date with regulations

Risk is proportional to a number of factors, including:

 Technology compliance of partner solutions

 Amount of money

 Liquidity requirements
 Risk of fraud and cybercrime
 Customer's mis-placing recovery information
 Exclusive control of private keys
 Country-specific regulations (and bans)
 New cryptocurrencies introduced, changing consumer sentiment
 Jurisdictional inconsistencies
 Higher scrutiny from auditors
 Ongoing education of staff (and customers)

 Frequency of transactions
 Number of employees
 Novel activities
 Forks
 Security flaws
 Airdrops

Regulatory guidance
Agencies

Frameworks

 Security Exchange Commission (SEC)

 Consumer Protection Rule

 Financial Industry Regulation Authority (FINRA)

 Bank Secrecy Act

 Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

 Anti-Money Laundering (AML)

 Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
 Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB)
 Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)

 Know Your Customer (KYC)

 Crypto Travel Rule

Regulatory updates
 February 5, 2020 - FRB Governor Lael Brainard speaks on the digitalization of payments and currency and some
issues for consideration.
 July 22, 2020 – OCC issues an interpretive letter authorizing US national banks to provide cryptocurrency custody
services for customers.
 September 21, 2020 – OCC issues interpretive letter clarifying that banks can hold reserves of fiat back stablecoins
in hosted wallets
 SEC’s FinHub simultaneously publishes statement – whether digital assets, including stablecoins, are considered securities is a
facts and circumstances determination (“Howey Test”)

 December 18, 2020 – FinCEN issued proposed rule that would require banks to comply with regulatory
requirements (AML) for digital asset transactions where the counterparty is utilizing an unhosted (private) wallet
for transactions greater than $10,000, or aggregating to greater than $10,000, or $3,000 in a single transaction
© 2021 Wipfli LLP. All rights reserved.
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Regulatory updates - continued
 January 4, 2021 – OCC issues interpretive letter allows US banks to run Independent Node Verification
Networks (INVN’s) and use stablecoins as a settlement infrastructure
 February 23, 2021 – Fed Chair Jerome Powell says digital dollar is high priority
 February 24, 2021 – Federal Reserve hires Sunayna Tuteja, the Former TD Ameritrade Head of Digital
Assets as Chief Innovation Officer.
 February 26, 2021 – SEC Division of Examinations issues risk alert detailing continued focus on digital
asset securities with custody being a key aspect of the alert

© 2021 Wipfli LLP. All rights reserved.
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Resources
•

•

•

Coindesk
•

(https://www.coindesk.com/)

•

Bitcoin 101: https://www.coindesk.com/learn/bitcoin-101

•

Blockchain 101: https://www.coindesk.com/learn/blockchain-101

Don Tapscott
•

Book: Blockchain Revolution: How the Technology Behind Bitcoin and Other Cryptocurrencies Is Changing the World

•

TED Talk: https://www.ted.com/talks/don_tapscott_how_the_blockchain_is_changing_money_and_business?language=en

Chamber of Digital Commerce
•

https://digitalchamber.org/blog/

Key takeaways
• Start exploring now - it’s later than you think. Digital assets are here to stay one way or
the other
• Look beyond Bitcoin. Concept of digital assets is providing new competing grounds for
disruptors – Coinbase, Ripple, AVANTI Bank
• There is a new generation on the horizon who thinks about money very differently – no
cash, no card! Different types of banking services will be needed
• Providing services around digital assets will improve customer engagement, attract new
customers, enhance value

Questions?

Contact information
Marcie Bomberg-Montoya
Principal
708 522 7161
marcie.bomberg@wipfli.com
Girish Ramachandra
Senior Manager
630 492 7117
gmramachandra@wipfli.com
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Results that transform.
wipfli.com/scale-up
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